Background: TDCS modulates cortical excitability in a polarity-specific way. When used in combination with a behavioural task, it can also alter performance. Previously, tDCS modulated the performance of older adults on a complex speech motor learning task, which involved repetition of tongue twisters [1].
Introduction
Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is a non-invasive brain stimulation technique that can modulate cortical excitability. tDCS exerts its effect by passing a weak electric current between two electrodes placed on the scalp. This current induces polarity-specific modulation such that the anode up-regulates, and the cathode down-regulates local cortical excitability [2, 3] . The electrophysiological effects of tDCS can be demonstrated in the motor cortex by measuring changes in excitability via changes in the size of motor evoked potentials (MEPs) recorded from muscles of interest in response to single pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) over the cortical representation [4] . Specifically, when targeting the representation of the hand in primary motor cortex (M1), the size of the MEP elicited by TMS in the contralateral hand muscles was increased by anodal tDCS (a-tDCS), and decreased by cathodal tDCS (c-tDCS) relative to sham stimulation [5, 6] When used in combination with a behavioural task, a single session of tDCS can modulate performance. For speech production specifically, there is some evidence to suggest that tDCS can modulate performance in neurologically intact speakers [7] [8] [9] . Previously, tDCS modulated performance on a task involving the repetition of tongue twisters [1] . Such sentences have complex articulation and their production often results in speech errors that are commonly seen in populations with speech pathologies [10] . Three groups of healthy older adults received a-tDCS or c-tDCS (both 2mA; 20 mins) or sham stimulation with the active electrode over the left IFG and the inert electrode over the contralateral frontopolar cortex. Participants' response times and accuracy in repeating tongue twisters were successfully modulated during stimulation: a-tDCS significantly increased accuracy and reduced response times relative to baseline measures, whereas c-tDCS significantly reduced accuracy and increased response times from baseline and sham had no effect. A recent study failed to replicate this behavioural effect [11] .
Here, we aimed to replicate the previously reported effects of tDCS on tongue twister repetition in healthy young adults and extended the design to include measures of changes in motor excitability before and after tDCS. In the current study, tDCS electrodes were placed over the ventral portion of motor cortex in each hemisphere encompassing the lip representation in M1, premotor and prefrontal cortex. Single pulses of transcranial magnetic stimulation were applied over the representation of the lips in the left M1 to elicit MEPs in the contralateral orbicularis oris muscle. This allowed us to gain more insight into the cortical effects induced by tDCS alongside behavioural outcomes in the same individuals, thus providing more sensitive information about the individual variability of cortical responses to tDCS [12, 13] . The degree to which cortical excitability changes (as indexed by changes in MEP size) could predict changes in behaviour is unknown. Such a relationship could be an important consideration for the use of tDCS as a therapeutic tool. For example, participants could be tested for their suitability for tDCS treatments based on cortical measures of tDCSinduced modulation.
Our study is a conceptual replication in which we aimed to replicate the findings of a previous study [1] in a different population. It is not an exact replication as we made several important changes to the protocol (discussed below).
The study design and analysis plan were pre-registered on the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/p84ys/).
Methodology

Sample size
To determine group sample sizes, we estimated an effect size based on graphs presented in [1] for comparing pairs of groups on the change in performance from baseline. We determined that 20 participants per group (n=60) were required based on a moderate effect size of Cohen's d = 0.8 [1] with 80% power at the standard .05 alpha error probability (for a directional t-test). This sample size was double that of the previous study [1] ; n=10 per group).
Participants
Seventy-one healthy participants were recruited. They were all right-handed, native English speakers with normal or corrected-to-normal vision and normal hearing. We were unable to reliably elicit MEPs at a comfortable stimulation threshold in 11 participants. The remaining 60 participants were aged between 18 and 42 years (mean = 22.3, SD = 4.85); there were 30 men and 30 women.
The University of Oxford Central University Research Ethics Committee approved the study.
Participants gave informed written consent to participate in the study, in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and with the procedure approved by the committee.
Design
The study was a double-blind randomized controlled study. Block randomization (block size 6) was used to assign 60 participants to one of four stimulation configurations with an allocation ratio of 2:1 (1mA tDCS with either anode on left or cathode on left, 20 participants each; sham with either anode on left or cathode on left, 10 participants each). Men and women were randomized separately to ensure equal genders in all groups. The researchers were blinded to the allocation of group by using the 'study mode' of the stimulator (NeuroConn GMbH, Ilmenau, Germany). A member of the research group who was not involved in the study assigned a 5-digit code to each participant. The link between the code and the stimulation group was not revealed until all 60 complete data sets were collected. Figure 1 . Study Design. The stimulation site and motor threshold were determined at baseline and 20 MEPs obtained. The tongue-twister task involved repetition of 36 tongue twisters and 36 simple sentences. The stimulation (anodal, cathodal and sham) was applied concurrently with the task. Twenty MEPs were obtained at the end of the stimulation period and the task was repeated again without stimulation.
Procedure
Tongue Twister Task 36 novel tongue twisters (7 or 8 syllables) were taken from a previous published set [14] . For each tongue twister, a corresponding simple sentence was created that did not contain difficult articulation. To achieve this, one word was retained from the tongue twister and all other words were replaced by a word with the same number of syllables and syntactic class but without difficult articulation. For example, "Chad bravely wore Anne's little shoes" was created to match the tongue twister "Brad bravely broke Brooke's brittle blades". A female, native-English speaker was recorded speaking the tongue twisters and control sentences in a soundproof booth. Recordings were presented via TMS-compatible insert headphones (Etymotic, Elk Grove Village, IL, USA).
For each trial, participants were instructed to repeat the sentence immediately after the cessation of the audio recording within a four and a half second response window. The task comprised three blocks of 24 sentences (12 tongue twisters and 12 simple sentences, presented in a randomised order). After each block, participants took a 30-s break. The duration of the task was 13 minutes. Participants practised the task on three simple sentences prior to the first run.
Response time was measured in the same way as previously [1] , namely from the end of the stimulus presentation to the end of the participant's spoken response. This measure encompasses both reaction time and total duration of the repeated sentence and included any hesitations, self-corrections or other types of dysfluency. The active motor threshold was identified as the stimulation intensity needed to achieve an average MEP size that was at least 1mV peak-to-peak for 10 consecutive pulses whilst the participant maintained lip muscle contraction at 20% of their maximum. Subsequently, a train of 20 single pulses of stimulation were delivered with minimum 5-s intervals at this threshold to the left lip motor cortex to elicit the MEPs for measurement. Participants maintained the contraction of the lip muscle throughout the measurement.
For the MEP measures at post-stimulation, 20 MEPs were elicited using the same threshold (% of stimulator output) and position. BrainSight neuronavigation equipment (Rogue Research Inc, Montreal, Quebec, Canada) was used to ensure the precise area (accurate to 2 mm) is stimulated in an identical way (position, orientation and tilt of the coil) before and after the tDCS stimulation.
The peak-to-peak amplitude of the MEPs was calculated automatically within a window of 10-40 ms after the TMS pulse. The power of the rectified EMG signal for 200 ms before the TMS pulse was used to estimate the power of the contraction for each trial. As the amount of contraction is linearly related to the size of the MEP, we used analysis of covariance for each participant to adjust the MEP size for the amount of contraction (see [17] ). This adjusted MEP size was used in the analyses below.
Results
The results for each group are summarised in Table 1 . Data will be made available on OSF. The following analyses were unchanged from the preregistration analysis plan.
Control Analyses
Firstly, the baseline data were analysed to confirm that the tongue twisters were repeated with longer durations compared with simple sentences (positive control) and also that there were no existing group differences at baseline. These data are plotted in Figure 3 .
For the measure of response duration obtained pre-stimulation in the three groups, a 2 x 3 repeated measures analysis of variance (RM ANOVA), with sentence type as a within-subject factor (TT vs SS) and stimulation group as between-subject factor (anodal vs. cathodal vs.
sham). There was a significant main effect of sentence type (F(1,57) = 509.72, p < .001, d = 5.4) due to longer response times for TT compared with SS in all three groups. There was no main effect of group (F(2,57) < 1) and no interaction between sentence type and group (F(2,57) < 1). TT SS
Stimulation Group
We used a 2 x 3 RM ANOVA with sentence type as a within-subject factor (TT, SS) and stimulation group as a between-subject factor (anodal, cathodal and sham) to test our hypotheses: H1A) people receiving anodal stimulation over the left hemisphere will show significantly greater improvements in sentence durations when repeating tongue twisters 
TT SS Improvement
To test our Hypothesis 2A (anodal tDCS over the left hemisphere will increase excitability in the speech motor system measured contralaterally compared with cathodal and sham stimulation), two t-tests compared change in MEP size (post-minus pre-stimulation) between the anodal and cathodal groups and separately between the anodal and sham groups. Directional t-tests were used as we expected an increase in MEP amplitude in the anodal group compared with the other two groups, which we expected to remain either unchanged (sham) or to decrease in amplitude (cathodal group). The change in MEP size for the anodal group was not significantly bigger than the changes for either of the other two groups (anodal vs sham: t(38) = 0.80, p = .469; anodal vs cathodal: t(38) = -0.31, p = .380).
To test our Hypothesis 2B (cathodal tDCS over the left hemisphere will decrease excitability in the speech motor system measured contra-laterally compared with sham stimulation) a single t-test was used to compared change in MEP size between cathodal and sham groups.
A directional test was used as we expected a decrease in MEP amplitude in the cathodal group compared with the sham group, which we expected would not change. The change in MEP size for the cathodal group was not significantly different from that in the sham group (t(38) = 0.29, p = .387). To test our Hypothesis 3A that change in motor excitability will correlate positively with the size of the improvement on the tongue twister task we correlated the change in MEP size with the change in duration of repetition of tongue twisters. The change in MEP size did not correlate with change in duration of repetition of tongue twisters for any of the groups (Anodal: r = -.33, p = .161; Cathodal: r = -.07, p = .757; Sham: r = -.14, p = .517). We also planned to compare the slopes of the regression lines in the three groups separately.
However, because none of the correlations were significant, these comparisons were not carried out. The following analyses were not planned.
Did Task Performance Change During Stimulation?
We also tested whether tDCS affected task performance during stimulation as it did in the previous study [1] . The means and SEM for each group are shown in Table 1 .
The change in duration of response from pre-to during-stimulation was significantly different from zero (no change) for all groups (all p < .005), however neither anodal nor cathodal were different from sham (anodal vs sham: t(38) = -.64, p = .529; cathodal vs sham: t(38) = 1.09, p = .284). All groups improved their performance but tDCS had no effect on this improvement. Differences in the power of the lip muscle contraction during TMS affects MEP size. We therefore tested whether this had changed from pre-to post-tDCS in any of our groups (see Table 1 ). There were no differences between the power of contraction at pre-and post-tDCS for any of the stimulation groups (sham: t(19) = 0.47, p = .645; anodal: t(19)= 0.859, p = .401; cathodal: t(19) = 0.29, p = .777).
MEP amplitudes significantly decreased from pre-to post-stimulation for all of the groups (see Fig. 6 ) (one-sample t-test against no change, i.e. zero: t(59) = -8.24, p < .001, d = 1.06).
Were participants blind to whether they were receiving real or sham stimulation?
In order to test whether participants could guess if they were receiving real or sham stimulation, a 2 x 2 Chi-square test was performed. Responses from seven participants were not recorded (sham = 3, real = 4). Of the 17 people who received sham, 8 guessed it was sham and 9 that it was real stimulation; of the 36 people who received real stimulation, 11
guessed it was same and 25 that it was real. These proportions are not different to chance (χ 2 (1, N = 53) = 1.37, p = .242) indicating that participants were successfully blinded to the type of stimulation they were receiving.
Discussion
We tested whether tDCS could modulate performance on a tongue-twister task in healthy young adults. Sixty participants received either sham (n=20), or bi-hemispheric tDCS with the anode on the left (n=20) or right (n=20). Their ability to repeat sentences that were either complex (tongue twisters) or simple was tested before and after tDCS concurrent with the task. TDCS did not modulate performance on the task. Participants showed an improvement in performance and this was greater for the tongue twisters than for the simple sentences but these changes did not differ among the three groups. These results align with a recent study that also failed to replicate the original behavioural finding [11] . The effect of tDCS on behaviour in neurotypical populations has been difficult to replicate [13] , [18] . This could in part reflect individual differences in the expected response to brain stimulation. Therefore, we also used TMS to elicit MEPs as a measure of motor excitability before and after the tDCS;
we predicted that motor excitability would be modulated by tDCS in a polarity-specific way and that individual differences in the behavioural effects of tDCS might be explained by differences in the change in motor excitability. Our results showed no modulatory effect of tDCS on motor excitability. Participants showed a small reduction in excitability from pre-to post-stimulation but this did not differ among the three groups.
These results contrast with those previously reported [1] . There are a number of differences between study protocols that might explain the failure to replicate. Firstly, we changed the electrode montage from uni-hemispheric to bi-hemispheric and placed them slightly more posteriorly in order to ensure stimulation of the lip representation of M1. It is unlikely that the slight difference in position of large electrodes compared with the original study reduced the effectiveness of tDCS coupled with the task as indicated by our modelling of the current flow for our study (see Fig. 2 ). In addition, bi-hemispheric montages are at least as effective as uni-hemispheric ones [19] [20] [21] or can even improve the effects on task performance [22] [23] [24] . Secondly, we reduced the current amplitude from 2mA to 1mA and the duration of stimulation from 20 minutes to 13 minutes. In our experience and that of other reports, blinding of the participant is not achieved at 2mA due to the increased somatosensory experiences, e.g. tingling and itching under the electrodes [25] . Our debriefing indicated that participants were blind to stimulation type at 1mA. Previous reports [26] and our own experience [27] suggests that increasing stimulation intensity beyond 1mA does not increase the effectiveness of anodal stimulation over the ventral motor cortex. In addition, reducing the duration of stimulation is unlikely to explain our null results as numerous reports of tDCS applied to the motor cortex in healthy humans show behavioural modulation with stimulation durations of between 10 and 16 minutes [4, 6, 7, 28, 29] . In sum, we believe the changes to the stimulation protocol described above are unlikely explanations for our failure to detect a modulatory effect on task performance in this study. We turn next to the changes we made to the behavioural protocol.
Our study used different stimuli for the task and introduced a control task (repetition of simple sentences). Necessarily, the language of the sentences was changed from Italian to
English. If the speech motor effect is generalisable across languages, this would not explain the difference in results. Our tongue twisters were novel rather than well-known (as in [1] ) and shorter than those used previously; the mean response time for tongue twisters at baseline in our study was 3.2 seconds, whereas it was ~4.5 seconds in the previous study [1] .
Our study may have been less sensitive to changes in behaviour between stimulation groups because of these differences in stimuli.
The most important difference between the two studies was the age of the participants. Both studies included neurotypical participants but those in [1] were considerably older (mean = 57 years; SD = 11) than those in the current study (mean = 22.3 years, SD = 4.8). In our view, this age difference is the most plausible explanation for the different findings between the two studies. For example, in a previous study, TDCS with a concurrent visuomotor adaptation task significantly improved performance of healthy older adults to the level of that seen in younger adults without stimulation [30] suggesting that age-related declines in task performance can be reversed using tDCS. Taken together, the reduction in the sentence length for our study and our focus on younger healthy adults may have reduced our sensitivity to the modulatory effects of tDCS [31] .
In the current study, we added electrophysiological measurements of motor excitability to assess tDCS changes using TMS-induced MEPs. Our aim was to explain individual differences in the anticipated modulatory effects of tDCS on task performance by variability in the modulatory effects of tDCS on motor excitability. In some respects, we succeeded, in that the failure to find an effect of tDCS on task performance was mirrored by a lack of effect of tDCS on motor excitability. Nevertheless, this result was unexpected given previous established results that tDCS modulates MEP size in a polarity-specific way [3] . It is important to note, however, that these modulatory effects were found in studies that did not involve a concurrent task [3, 4] . A previous report found that anodal tDCS (1mA, 20 minutes) applied without a concurrent task increased MEP size as expected but when the stimulation was applied in combination with a digit-sequence task, MEP size was not modulated even though task performance measurably improved [32] . One explanation of these results is that during task performance the brain alters its excitability to counteract the effects of tDCS. Such homeostatic regulation would therefore abolish the measurable effects of tDCS on motor excitability. This suggestion could be important in explaining the variable results within the tDCS literature and aid optimisation of tDCS protocols.
It is possible that tDCS is most effective when the area of cortex being stimulated functions atypically. For example, left ventral premotor cortex is known to be underactive during speaking in people who stutter compared with controls [33] and anodal tDCS over this area improved fluency in people who stutter compared with sham stimulation [34] . Similarly, tDCS led to modulated performance on a digit sequence task in the non-dominant, but not the dominant hand of neurotypical adults (Boggio et al., 2006) . In our opinion, the negative results for both task and motor excitability in the current study are best explained by the fact that our healthy young adults function optimally, which renders modulation by tDCS ineffective. Note, that this is not simply due to a behavioural ceiling effect as there was room for improvement on task performance both in terms of latency and accuracy, which would have affected response time. Furthermore, the cathodal stimulation was expected to lower performance and was also ineffective.
In summary, our study failed to demonstrate the previously reported polarity-specific modulatory effects of tDCS on speech motor control in a typical population. Our study had a sample size double that of the previous study and was sufficiently powered to detect a similarly sized effect. The factor of participant age and how this interacts with brain function is the most likely explanation for this failure to detect an effect should one exist. The alternative explanation is that the effect cannot be replicated but the changes we made to the protocol and the population difference in age precludes such a firm conclusion. The lack of modulation by tDCS on motor excitability is consistent with the lack of effect on behaviour but we believe this is better explained by homeostatic regulation of cortical excitability that may occur during task performed concurrently with tDCS in the typically functioning brain.
